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I. FACTUALBACKGROUND

Reference ftom Punjab Health Care Commission

1. Mr. N{uhammad Tahir ftrereinafter refered to as the "Complainant") filed a complaint on

22.72.2072 against Dr. Atif H. Kazmi (heteinafter referred to as the "Respondent") before the

Puniab Healthcarc Comrnission, Lahote. The Complainant took his fathet Mr. Ejaz Hussain to

private clinic of the Respondent on 08.10.2012. He prescribed injection Deca&on and injectron
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2. The patient was admitted in Mayo Hospital ot 15.10.2072 and the Respondent prescribed some

tests. The reports came the same day but by that time Respondent had already left. Next day the

Respondent was on leave and did not come to the hospital. It has been alleged that on 17.10-2012,

the Respondent doctot came and after going through the teports, discharged the patient by saylng

that as he remains busy most of the time, so the patient may be taken to some private hospital.

The patient was taken to National Hospial Defense on 17.10.2012, where doctors initially refused

to admit him but aftet speaking to Respondent doctor allowed the admission. The patient was

given antidote injections to counter the effects of Methotrexate injection prescribed by

Respondent, but the infection had spread in the entire body due to which the patient ultimatell,

dted on 23.10.2012.

The Complainant furthet alleged that his fathet died due to the non-professional attitude of the

Respondent doctor and injection Methorexate ptescribed by him. Moteover, the patient was

treated in an unprofessional mannet and was discharged from Mayo Hospital in a, bizxl.e way

which can be verified from the hospital record.

Findings of the Boatd, PHCC

The Board of Commissionet Punjab Healthcare Commission decided the above complaint on

12.05.2076 in the following terms:

The case of Dr AtiJ Kayni (ReEo ent) be sent to PMd:DC Jor lhe folloaing nasou: -

a. Notfollowing tbe pmtocok befon pnscribiry a bigh! toic nedicine i.e. Metbotnxate injutiotrs.

b. Not pmper! conntticaling the isk-s innlred, to the Palierrt or his attendanls especia@ uhen sach kgb

isk medicin vas beingpnscribed b1 bin.

4
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Methotexate (25 mg) and advised the patient to come back after one month. On 13.10.2012,

the Respondent was informed that patient was in agony and the color of his skin had stated to

get blackish. The Respondent advised to bring the patient to his clinic the next day. The patient

was takefl to his clinic on 74.70.2072. After examining the patient, the Respondent directed to

stop the medicines prescdbed on 08.10.2012 and advised to get the patient admitted in Mayo

Hospital, Lahore.



Ilhgibh band tritngthicb nntrib*ed to tbe deatb of patient.

II. NOTICETORESPONDENT
6. In pursuance of the reference received from Punjab Healthcare Commission, notice dated

04.08.2016 was issued to Dt. Atif Kazmi and he was directed to f e his comments.

III. REPLYOFRESPONDENT
7. Respondent doctot submitted his reply on 25.08.2016 wherein he has stated:

a. That the patient I)az Hussain came to my clinic with a skin problem. After detailed history &
examination I found him to be suffering from Erythrodemic Form of Psonasis (almost 90o/.

of body area was coveted with the disease). It rs submitted that this is a very severe form of
Psoriasis. The patient's weight was almost 75 Kg. I prescribed him injection Methotexate I/N{
in a dose of 25mg per week. (fhe recommended Dose of Methorexate is 0.3 to 0.5 mg/kg
body weight per week). The dose ptescribed by myself to this patient is lesser than practiced
in the teatrnent of Psoriasis. All necessary investigations i.e CBC, LFTS, RFTs and udne
examination were carried out before admrnistering Nlethotrexate. These investigations were
wdtten on a different slip of paper as is the routine in my cLnic.

b. It is further stated that a few days later the patient called me that he has developed some kind
of complications with the medication. I called him again at my clinic and on examination found
him to have developed Methotrexate toxrcity. On enquiry the patient told me that he was
having daily injections of Methotrexate rather than weekly as prescribed by myself. The
atten&nt of the patient Miss Bushra accepted that there has been an over dose of the injection
by mistake and injections were given daily not v/eekly. I explained to the patients that he has

been taking wrong dosage of drug which has caused severe toxicity. I advised the patient to be
admitted in skin depatrnent Mayo Hospital LHR as I do not admit patients in any pdvate
hospital or clinic. The patient was adamant to be admitted in a private hospial because he was
of t}le view that the Golt. Hospial do not provide proper care to the patients. But I again
advised them for admission in skin deparmrent Mayo Hospital so that all the staff is well versed
in Dermatology care and would look aftet the patient in an efficient way.

c. Aftet admission in skin department all my staff members including senior regristrar, registar
and post graduate residents looked aftet the patient. The standard treatrnent for Methotexate
toxicity is Leucovorin 20mgs, 6 hourly which was provided to the patient. W}ile admitted in
the skin department the attendants kept on insisting to take their patient to a private hospital
as they were not satisEed with the geneml conditions of the ward.

d. On my advice the doctor in chatge of the bed took dre patient to the medical emergency
departrnent and discussed the case with the senior doctors in the medical emergencv who
examined the patient and advised special care of this patient in isolation. Even in the
emetgency the attendants of the patient were complaining of unsatisfactory treatment given
by the medical unit on call. As thete was no special isolation facility in the skin department
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and telatives wete insisting to take the patient to some private hospital so I allowed the relatives
of t]1e patient that they can take the patrent to a pdvate hospital of their own choice for better
management to which the patient agreed and hence the patient was dischatged on fequest
which is on the recotd in hospital sheets.

e. At the time of discharge of the patient ftom the hospital the patient was improving and the
attendants of the patient gave a written consent of taking the pauent to a private hospial which
is available in the hospital record. However, surprisingly the record of the patient was illegalll,
taken away by the atten&nts without informing the staff of the skin deparonent, which was
recoveted from the family of the patient at the time of hearing at the commission office, which
is on recotd with the commission as well as with the MS N{ayo Hospital LHR. This shows the
intentions of the family that they did not exhibit the rnvestigations advised to them, at the time
of their cross examination at the Commission.

f. I further helped the family to get their patient admitted in National Hospital and also
personally requested the doctors to take care of the patient in that hospital.

g. I always advise required investigations on a sepa.rate slip or a piece of paper to my patieflts.
My staff additionally explains to the patients regarding the details of investigations and the,v

go to the laboratory of their own choice. The investigation report is a property of the patient
which they take away after the examination from the consultant. The same practice was
adopted with this patient. Following investigations were advised before the start of [eatrnent
CBC, LF-IS, RFTs, Utine examination complete. The Dose of Methotrexate (25mg) weekly is
below minimum fot one vzeek in patients of psoriasis l'ulgaris as prescribed in the literature.

h. I always explain the disease and the medications to my patients verbally and *ren my tmined
anendant outside who is with me for the last 30 years also explains the same to the patient. As
Psoriasis Vrrlg?ds is a chronic skin disease so the patients are always in touch with the Doctor.
The atten&nts called me many a times during the treatrnent regarding the progress of the
disease which I explained to them regular\. The patient was under my reatment and visited
me many a times so I had already conveyed to them the risks and side effects of medication.

IV. HEARING

8. Notice dated 29.11.2021 were issued to Muhammad Tahir (Complainant), Dr. Atif Kazmi and

Medical Superintendent, Mayo Hospital, Lahore S.espondent/s), directing them to appear before

the Disciplinary Committee on 11.12.2027.

9. On the date of hearing, the sistet of the deceased patient, Ms. Bushra Ruba Hamai,rrn appeared

on behalf of the Complainant who has since also expired. Respondent Dr. Atif Kazmi and legal

representative/counsel of MS Mayo Hospital Lahote were present before the Disciplinary

Committee.
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10. Ms. Bushra sated that the patient had reaction due to the medications being iniected on daily basis

and when the doctor was informed over a call for opinion tlmt the patient's skh has datkened and

having pain to which the doctot teplied that the patient can have a checkup with him by tomorrow

i.e. 14b Oct2Ol2. The patient visited the Respondent doctor the next &y and patient was admitted

in Mayo hospital on 15n Oct 2012 at the Respondent's direction. The Respondent doctot was on

leave on 76'h Oct 2072. On 176 Oct 2012 the Respondent doctor after checking the report and

the patient's condition asked the patient to be moved to National Hospital for further

management. The patient was accordingly slrrfted to National Hospital where he remained under

treatment fot some days and then passed away.

1 1. The Respondent doctor submitted that he is practicing Dermatology fot the last 40 years and was

working as Head of Dermatology Department N{ayo Hospital when the incident happened. He

further stated that the injection Methoffexate was supposed to be given once weekly, but it was

administered on daily basis which ultimately caused overdose toxicity. The Respondent doctor

stated that he does not admit patients in his private clinic so he admitted the patient in dermatology

departrnent of Mayo hospital which is on record, to provide the best possible treatment to the

patient. On insistence of the patJ.ent's family the patient was discharged for further admission to a

private hospital. In this regard, tlle patient's family gave a written statement before shifting the

patient to a private hospital of their oum will. After shifting the patient to National Hospital he

talked to Dt. Tanver ul Islam who was looking after t-his patient at National Hospital for taking

extra care of the patient. The patient passed away after few days.

12. The Committee inquited ftom the Respondent doctor what was the prescribed dose of the

injection to which the Respondent doctor stated that this injection had to be administered once

weekly and the normal dose is 0.3-0.5mg/kg body weight. Further stated that he does not prescribe

injection methotrexate to all patients ofpsoriasis except in sevete cases. This patient was suffering

ftom erytlrrodermic psoriasis and methoftexate is a fteatment of choice in such condition which

is being prescribed for the last hundred years.

13. The Committee inquired ftom Ms. Bushn as to who had administered injections to the patient

and who told them to administer this njection on dailv basis, to which she replied that they
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purchased the medicine ftom a pharmacy near Jinnah Hospital and then called a compounder at

home to administer thG in)ection. Furthet she stated that by mere reading of the prescription they

felt that it was to be administered on daily basis and even the pharrnacy sold them multiple

injections based on the prescdption of the respondent doctor.

14. The Committee asked the Respondent regarding illegible writing on the prescription specially

where the prescdption was for such a highly toxic drug and in view of its known sedous

consequences and why such injection was not administered at clinic and the necessary ptotocols

flot followed. The Respondent doctor teplied that after prescribing medicine he explained each

and every medicine to the patient and then his assisant also explained in detail. Further, his mobile

phone is 24hrs open for his patients. The Respondent doctor further stated that the overdose

toxicity can occut in any drug e.g. anti-malarial and others. He does not have the facility of

administering iniectable at his clinic which functions on OPD basis. Further stated that he always

advises his patiens to administer injections at any hospital or under the supervision ofa doctor.

15. The Committee inquired ftom Ms. Bushra that how many injections did they purchase from the

pharmacy to which she teplied that the pharmacy was not giving them tlle medicine for two days

due to its toxicity but after two days they had to convince the pharmacy after a lot ofpush and

shove to get the iniections. The Committee asked did they not contact the Respondent doctor

when the pharmacy was flot giving the medicine to which Ms. Bushra could not give an

appropriate answet.

16. The Committee inquired ftom the Respondent doctor whetler any emergency teatrnent was

given to patient when he visited him at his clinic on Sunday l4s October 2012. The Respondent

replied that when he saw the patient on Sun&y, the patient had ovet dosage ofdrug and whenever

there is toxicity due to over dosage of drugs, the patient is always hospit,lized. The reason for not

admitting this patient in the dermatology department of Mayo Hospital is that it was Sunday and

no admissions ate made in skin departrnent on Sunday but only in emetgency department.

17. The Respondent further added that the patient was told to go to the emergency depattment of

Mayo Hospital to be admitted starting treatment immediately and the patient will be shifted to

dermatology departrnent on Monday, 15'h October 2012, however the patient insisted that they
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will make admission only in the presence of the Respondent doctot in dermatology department

on N{onday 156 Oct 2012 and t}at one &y is not an issue for them. The patient was admitted in

dermatology department of Mayo Hospital and the treatment was started as per ptotocols.

18. The Committee inquired &om Ms. Bushra that how they came to know that the drug has been

over dosed, to which she replied that they presumed it from the change in skin color of the patient

and reviewing the ptescdption. She further stated that they wete also told by the Compoundet

about drug ovetdose. She was asked when the Respondent doctor initially checked the patient and

handed over the ptescription, did they read/understood or asked the doctor about tlle

administration of medicine written on the said ptescription. Ms. Bushta answeted that they did

not ask the Respondent doctot about the dosage and the administration of medicine, flot being

aware of the such toxic medicine. She added that assistant of the Respondent also did not explain

to them.

V. EXPERT OPINION BY DR. MUSHTAQ HAROON

19. Dt. Mushatq Hatoon, medical specialist, was appointed as an expert to assist the Disciplinary

Committee in the matter. He has opined that:

'As a nedical tpecialbt afier ndewing tbe fb a listening l0 bulh pttitier I haw come to tbe

follovirg concluion:

a. The tnatment ginn for the dinase was @pmpiate.
b. Tbe parte* a datiw nisundcrstood tbe dose.

c. Tbe uiting of the doctor is ratber ilhgibb, eret so lbe patient sho d hare irqrind iJ in

dotbt.

d. Dn to ina&enefi ouerdose of the patie stfend seriots sidc efect of the anti ca cer drvg.

e. Appnpiate antidote p,ar giwrr.

J It is anJontnate the patient died.

g. It it flr the Commision lo &cifu abo the tutb of the statenents giuet b1 each paay and

tbe accont of the etents that bappend oter tine."

20. The record has been perused minutely and the submissions and statemerits of the parties have

been carefi,rlly consideted. The patient Ijaz Hussain was taken to Respondent Dr. Atif Kazmr at
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his private clinic on 08.10.2012- Respondent after examination diagnosed it a case of severe

psoriasis. He ptescribed hjection Methottexate and other medicines. Iniection Methotrexate was

prescribed 25 mg once in a week. It is the treatment of choice in such cases.

21. The atten&nts of the patient administered the injection Methotrexate on daily basis due to which

he developed drug reacdon. The padent was again aken to the Respondent do ctot ot 74.10.2072

who diagnosed it to be a severe case of drug reaction and advised t}le attendants to get the patient

admitted at Mayo Hospital Lahore immediately for management of toxicity. The attendants took

the patient home and bought him to Mayo Hospital next day i.e. on 15.10.2012. The panent

remained admitted at Mayo Hospital til 17.10.2012 and thereaftet he was shifted to National

Hospital Lahore. Later on, the patient expire d on 23.70.2012.

22. Certatn pertinent facts are that the prescription written by the Respondent Dr. Atif Kazmi is not

cleat, tather it is illegible and even the members of the Committee found it difficult to read and

comprehend in terms of dosage. This can easily have caused confusion as to the administration

of the highly toxic injection. Thrs is a known highly toxic drug and the protocol is to administer

it in the ptesence of a medical ptactitioner or at a hospital in view of known toxrc reactions. This

was not ensuted by the Respondent who simply prescribed it to a patieflt at his private OPD cliruc.

Furthermore, had the Respondent propedy wamed the patient and his attendant as to the lethal

toxic reaction the medicine can have including the feat ofoverdose or instructed that they should

get the iniection administered at a hospital, it would be unlikely that the patients anendants would

have run from pillar to post for two days to get the medicine when the pharmacy initially refused

to sell it.

23. Ms. Bushra during the hearing mformed that when they went to purchase the injection

methotexate, the pharmacy initially tefused to give the medicine. The attendants procuted the

medicine statedly forcibly from the pharmacy. Refusal of the phamacy to give medicine should

have alarmed the attendants and they should have contacted the consultant tegarding clarity of

prescription. While the attendants failue to act prudendy to some extent might mitigate tlle failue

of the Respondent doctor in terms of ensuring the cladty with which the ptescription was to be

ptovided and the obligation to ensure protocols for administration were set down, the fact remains

that the principle duty of care is that of the ptactitionet and it must be assumed that a patient is
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24. The Respondent doctor admittedly ptescribed the correct medicine for the ailment however, failed

to follow and frrlfil the known ptotocols as to the prescription and administation of the medicine

being aware of the side effects and risks. \Why was such a fteatment ptescribed to a patient during

a visit to his private clinic and why was the patient not asked to come to Mayo Hospital the next

moming to have the medicine administered under a controlled environment? This is a case which

more than anything points towards the continuing debate of consultants engaging in private OPD

practice whjle working frrll time at a hospital rather than undertaking theL private OPD pracuce

at the hospital which would avoid such siruations.

25. The family of the patient admittedly called the Respondent doctor on Saturday night, 136 October

2012 to inform him about the worsening condition of the patient. The Respondent doctor at that

time told them that his clinic will remain open on Sunday so the patient can visit his clinic nexr

day. When the patient visited the Respondent doctor at his clinic on Sunday no emergenc):

treatment was given to the patient and instead the patient was told to go to Mayo Hospial. The

Respondent was the head of deparmrent at Mayo Hospital and immensely experienced. The call

on Satu&y itself should have raised immediate alarm and the patient should have been directed

to rush to a hospital emergency for administration of antidote. This was not done by the

Respondent. Instead he called the patient the next day to his private OPD clinic. It is the

Respondent's own statement that he does not admit ot administer medicine to patients at his

clinic. If tlnt was the case then why would be call a patient the next day to his private clinic when

the call on Saturday had already alerted him that this was potentially a case of toxic reaction.

26. The patient and his attendants advised to take the patient to Mayo Hospital on Sunday while being

told tllat the doctor himself would be there on Monday, decided to take the patient to the hospital

on Monday fot the obvious reason of having the comfort that their doctor will be present. This

is a notmal reaction of a patient when they ate not told that its an emergency and a life threatemng

one at that. The conduct of the Respondent which raises concem is that on Sunday 14s October

2012 when he had in fact physically examined the patient why did he not have the patient rushed
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neithet well informed of medications and their toxicity levels and nor is a patient or even the

attendants ifl a state of mind due to the emergency and concem surrounding an illness to be

depended upon to manage administration of teatrnent or drugs c ttytng a high toxicity risk.



to emergency of any available hospital and prescribe the antidote and have it administeted. It was

his patient and it was hence his duty to ensure all steps v/ere taken in terms of the obligation of

duty of care of a ptactitionet towatds a doctor.

27. The antidote folinic acid was finally administeted on 15'h Octobet, two days after the doctor should

have ensured this was done. The delay admittedly deteriorated the condition of the patient as the

toxic levels increased affecting the patients organs and vital systems. The Respondent doctot failed

to take any emetgent action to save the patient and as evidenced left it more ot so fot the family

to decide.

29. Another aspect of sedous concem is the shifting of the patient to anothet hospital when the doctor

was aware of the serious condition of the patient and one which had been caused due to the

Respondent doctors initial ptescription and the consequent failute to tespond with due cate when

becoming aware initially of the possibility of a toxic reacdon on the evening of 13n October and
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28. It is part ofa ptactitionets duty ofcate towatds a patient and part ofprofessional ethics that before

writing prescription for any patient a doctor must take into account the patient's level of

understanding, concems, expectations and also the consequence and side effects of the medicine

being ptescribed. Due cate has to be taken and recorded while dealing with highly toxic medication

including following known protocols for adrninistering of such medication. Prescribed medicine

ot the course of ffeatrnent may be apptopriate, however, lack of communication and counseling

and poor management of the patient has the consequence of placing at risk the life of a patient as

have been observed in this case. Good cate and propet ptactices demand that ptescnption is

unambiguous and it must contain the name, dosage and adminisration of the medication in an

explicit and legible manner. Further, the patient and the attendants need to be explained

particulatly whete ptescdbed medicine may have serious side effects and there should be clear

instructions in tlle presctiption as to administration ofsuch cytotoxic medicine under supervision

of a doctor at a health cere facility. Furthermore, where a practitionet 6nds an emergency situation

it must be communicated to the patient in the clearest terms including using all possible

communication skills to make the patient aware of the dire consequences that may result. No

sane patient or attendant made aware of the possible life threatening consequences behaves in a

laid back ot lacka&isical mannet which is witnessed in this case .



thereaftet being firlly aware of it at the time of physical examination of the patient on 14d October.

If the patient was moved as per the doctors claim on the patients attendants insistence, which

statement is €onttary to the claimants statement that the doctor advised the shifting, the record at

Mayo Hospital should have cleatly recorded this in view of the known conditiofl of the patient

and risks involved. This is also why National Hospial initially was reluctant to admit t}le patient.

Mayo Hospital is the leading tertiary care hospital in Lahore and the Respondent was the head of

the departrnent. It is unthinkable that the Respondent doctor u/as unable to ensrre proper care

of his patient suffering ftom a toxic reacdon to his prescribed medication. Furthermote, the

conduct thtoughout of the patient and his attendants has been of absolute con6dence and faith in

their doctor so much so that they waited till 15'h October to take the patient to Mayo Hospital

when thet doctor would be himself presenl Hence, their appatent alleged insistence to shift the

patient to National Hospital a day after the patient had been administered the antidote and

treat nent had been initiated at Mayo Hospital does not appear to be a corect representation of

facts by the Respondent doctor. It is unfortunately a known ptactice amonpt some practitioners

whete the patient becomes visibly high risk they tend to advise shifting of the patient to another

healthcare facility in order to avoid direct responsibi.lity. This is a ptactice which must end and

practitioners being trusted and trained professionals in whom patients vest fi.rll confidence and

hand ovet the tesponsibility of their health must not shy away ftom the responsibiJity and must

accept the tesponsibiJity including and specially where a mistake is potentially made by the

practitioner. Mistakes will be made fot every practitioner is human and that is where the difference

between an error and negligence must be &awn. An error of judgment in good consciousness is

not negligence. Failure to do what one is required to do or convetsely do what one is not trained

to do is negligence. If this inherent balance of trust is not protected and ensuted between the

doctor and the patient, it will become impossible fot patients to be heated or doctors to ffeat a

patient in the absence of absolute trust between the two.

30. As much as we may be inclined to take into consideration the mitigating circumsances in t}is case

as to the conduct of the patients attendants as advocated by the Respondent doctor, the fact

remains that the Respondent on multiple occasions failed to discharge the inherent obligation of

duty of care towards his patient. Starting with prescribing a highly toxic medicadon to a private

patient at his private clinic when he could have easily advised the patient to come to Mayo Hospital

the next day and have the medicine administeted there under a conuolled envitonment. Added
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to the mlx a prescdption which in the best of times could not be read by any educated person.

Thereafter, critically his conduct from 14e October onwards represents a patent failure ofduty on

the part of a ptactitioner towards his patient in the knowledge that the patient's life is at risk and

finally the aftempt to disassociate himself from the case when he felt the risk to the patient's life

had become too great and the responsibility would fall on his shoulders, cannot be ignored or

brushed aside on account of mitigating ctcumstances. Lasdy, such conduct by such a senior

consultant with decades of expetience in fact compounds the negligence.

31. In view of the facts and evidence in this case, the Respondent Dr. Atif Kazmi is found to have

failed in discharging the duty of care expected towards his patient and acted negligendy in trrs

practice as a consultant towards the deceased patient and further acted in violation of the code of

ethics imposed on a practitioner. Therefore, a penalty is imposed wheteby the Respondent Dr.

Atif Kazmi's license is suspended for a period of two (02) years from the date of tlis Order.

Dr. Anis- hman Dr sif Lova
ber N{ember

L

n
a

,9t'f
Jantzty, 2022
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